Notice for invitations of Bids

16th of April 2019

Bids in sealed envelopes are invited for changing to double glazing in the Government owned apartment at Avenue Moliere 121, 2nd floor, Brussels, as per details below:

III. DETAILS OF SCOPE OF WORK:

i. Multi-chamber PVC frame according to the description below. Manufacture in our workshops.

ii. A well known as a good brand security hardware with three-way adjustment in silver finish.


iv. Clear double glazing with high thermal efficiency according to technical description.

v. Transport and opening of site and disassembly of existing joinery.

vi. Evacuation of rubble.

vii. Installation of the chassis by our own specialized teams following the STS 52 building standard.

viii. Installation of glazing on site according to building standards NIT 221.

ix. External tightening by laying a neutral silicone gasket between the outer wall and the chassis. (Max 10 mm)

x. Peripheral internal finish by laying a 45 mm white PVC lath

xi. Elevator

II. For site visit, measurements & condition of existing walls, may contact Mr. Rajesh Sehgal, Attache (Administration), Embassy of India, Brussels, at the following numbers: 00 32 2/645 18 50 or mobile: 0032 (0)478 634 400 during 09:00 – 17:30 hours on working days.

III. The price should cover at least all above mentioned works and should specify the overall amount, with clear specification about the amount of VAT. No hourly payment accepted. This will help the Evaluation Committee with the examination, evaluation and comparison of the bids.

IV. Any unilateral change by the bidder may result in the bid being considered unresponsive and being rejected. However, if the deviation is a mere technical irregularity or of no significance and does not pertain to an essential condition of eligibility, the authorities have discretion to waive the same.

V. Bids in sealed envelopes on the letterhead of the company may be sent to the attention of: Head of Chancery, Embassy of India, 217 Chaussee de Vleurgat, 1050 – Brussels, by post/ courrier, latest by 18th of May 2019. In case of a prolonged period, this shall be announced in advance.

Rajesh Sehgal
Attache (Administration)
Embassy of India
217 Ch. De Vleurgat
Ixelles – 1050
Email: admin@indembassy.be